LOGICAL CONNECTORS

They are essential, especially in an oral presentation, for the good understanding of your argument by the audience. They are also a useful tool for you as a test of the consistency of your demonstration. Finally, if you use a wide range of them, they add a stylistic variety to the presentation.

CAUSE
The reason for this is...
This is explained by...
In order to understand this...
At the origin of...

CONSEQUENCE
In consequence...
This is why...
It emerges that...
It follows that...
We can deduce from this that...

AIM, FINALITY
In order to...
So that...
Intending to...
Aiming at...
To reach this aim...

CONDITION
Inasmuch as...
This requires that...
Provided that...
On the condition that...
As long as...

CONCESSION/OPPOSITION
On the other hand...
Nevertheless...
Yet...
However...
This does not rule out the fact that...

COMPARISON
In the same way...
As...
As well as...
Just like...
The same can be said of...

ILLUSTRATIONS, EXAMPLES
For example...
For instance...
This is measured by...
The phenomenon is illustrated by...
This is to be seen in...

COMPLEMENTS
Moreover...
Furthermore
What is more...
Add to this that...
This is also true for...

EXPANSION
From a more general view...
More generally...
In the longer term...
In the broader perspective of...